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What's the name of your Creature?

What's your creature's country of origin?
Where does it come from?

Which creatures and what parts of
them have you used in your drawing?
What is your creature's favourite
food/diet?
eg. insects, eucalyptus leaves, berries, fish,
ants, fruit, carrots, cabbage, grass, cucumber?

Tick all the types of animal in your Creative Creature?
Amphibian
Mammal

Bird
Mollusc

Fish

Insect
Reptile

What is your creature's habitat like?
eg. desert, rainforest, fast-flowing rivers,
mountain peaks, shallow rock pools, deep ocean, or the sky?

What's your creature's
personality like?
eg. clever, curious, independent, nurturing,
strong, reliable, playful, energetic, lazy, gentle?

What is your favourite Endangered
Species and why?

What are Endangered Species and where do they live?

These helpful questions and tips aim to give
you a guide to getting started...

Research

Geography

In this project, you're going to learn about Endangered
Species and create your very own Bowdleflode Animal, made
up of parts of different types of Endangered Species, for the
online Wildlife Safari Park!

The study of the physical
features of the Earth and its
atmosphere

Where do Endangered Species live?
What country do they live in?
Which hemisphere is it in?
What sort of climate do they live in? Is it hot, cold, dry or
wet?
Do they migrate?
Do they live on land, underground, in the sky or sea?

To begin with, you need to know all about it. What is it going
to look like? Where does it live? What does it eat? How does it
behave? Is it big or small, a fish or an insect? A bird or a
mammal? So we start with a bit of research....

What is their habitat?

Science
Biology

Ethology

What does the animal look like?
Which animal group are they in?
What is their classification?
What is their life cycle?

Nutrition

What sort of personality do they have?
How do they behave?
Do they live in a pack or a flock or a
a shoal or are they loners?

Make notes during your research
so you can write a detailed
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Do they live in the jungle, desert, rivers or lakes?
Do they live in the sea, in trees, rocks pools or on cliffs?

Living things - Classification Analysis

description of your animal for
your own webpage
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Herbivore, omnivore or carnivore?
What is in their diet?
What do they need to eat or drink
to stay healthy?

Research
Skills
Now you've read the questions, what ideas have popped into your
head? Write down your ideas as notes and draw them as sketches on
your practice paper. Try looking at animal books or at animal websites
and particularly at maps, to see where each animal lives.
What kind of books should you look for in the library? Is there a book
that has all the information? What keywords can you think of to use in a
search engine? Is there a map in your classroom or school that shows
where Endangered Species live?

Write down one Endangered mammal, one endangered amphibian and on endangered insect in the UK and
why you have chosen them. Then do the same for the rest of the world.
Endangered Species from the UK

Art & Design

Endangered Species from the rest of the world

Draw & Create!

First, experiment by drawing some quick sketches which includes parts of your six favourite Endangered Species. Think carefully
about what you have learned in your research. What colours will it be? Think about pattern, texture and shape.
When you are ready, create your very own Bowdleflode animal on A3 paper!
Just remember HAVE LOTS OF FUN!

